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SOME SWIFT DEER NEWS
Swift Deers organisation,the ’’Deer tribe Metis Medicine Society",
plans to make their n12th Sundance" in June,1994,in Arizona.In Au
gust, 1994, the organisation plans an "European Sun Dance" in Southern
Prance.The places are kept secret.Very important for Swift Deers
European connection is the "Quetzalcoatl Lodge" of the "Kurszentrum
Winkel" in Wetzikon/Swizzerland and the "Austrian Lodge" in Vienna
and Graz.Swi|t Deer claims to be authorised by e.g. Tom Yellowtail,
whom he calls "Chief of the ‘
Twisted Hair". (See copy of flyer on the
back page)
It seems,that the Deer Tribe tries to convince people,that Swift
Deer has a monopoly on the "right" magic teachings of Indian spiri
tuality.The teachings are not free."Spiritual Cherokee Sexuality
from Women for Women" cost without Lodging and without eating 3.300 oS
(275 US-Dollar)."Shaman Basic Teachings 1" you get for 2170 SFR(4000
US-Dollar) etc..You can also order from the Deer Tribe in englisch
or in German teachings by mail.The first part of that "Indian" tea
chings by mail cost 150 US-Uollar.
In former years you had to pay for seminars of the Deer Tribe,
which included ceremonies.Now in the German speaking countries Swift
Deers people declare on flyers:"Ceremonies are free".But the seminars
did not get cheaper,although they say,that now you pay only for the
teachings.It is only a show:The ceremonies are "free",but you have
to pay for the seminar to be part of the ceremony.So the ceremony
is "free",but the teachings have the same price as teachings&ceremonies before.Although they tend to keep their seminar/ceremony pla
ces secret.First you have to pay.Then, 10 days before the beginning
of the seminar,you get the adress,where the "Indian" ceremony/seminar
takes place.

Here you see the advertisement for 2 seminars on "the spiritual way
of modern Indians" with swift Deer Pupils Batty Thunder Bear Gold and
Rose Thunder Eagle Fink in Berlin New Age Erotic/Sex-Center ZEGG.
Bach seminar cost 500 DM(300 US-dollar)

